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Abstract

This paper presents an efficient approach for line outage contingency ranking based on voltage stability concerns. This is achieved through
non-iterative fast calculation of reactive support and voltage security indices using Norton's equivalent. Earlier approach required full AC
load flow for every contingency simulation. Results for IEEE, 30 bus, 57 bus and an Indian 91 Bus Power Systems have been obtained to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm.
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1. Introduction

In the last two decades large number of system collapses
reported all over the world were primarily due to sudden
reactive power deficits after contingencies resulting in
voltage instabilities. A distinguishing feature of this
problem was that in large number of instances the first
phase of instability evolved very slowly. Financial,
environmental and other constraints have contributed to
conditions wherein voltage stability has emerged as a
serious threat in power system operation.

Since many collapses in last two decades have evolved
very slowly these have attracted maximum attention by
researchers and analysts. Because of the slower nature of the
phenomena, simplicity, computational efficiency and sensi-
tivities available for optimization, steady-state tools have
been focus of most of the research. Strictly speaking stability
being a dynamic problem, dynamic analysis must be used.
However, because of their computational burden these are
used for bench marking contingencies, validation of results
for steady-state analysis, optimization for design of con-
troller, co-ordination of protection and load shedding
strategies. The static and dynamic tools complement each
other and should be used judiciously within their limitations.

One of the most important tasks in real time security
analysis is to study the impact of credible contingencies
on power system operation. The contingencies are then
ranked based on a performance index, which is a measure of

the degree of severity. A large number of research papers
have been published on contingency ranking based on
overload and voltage deviation concerns. Since voltage
stability threat has emerged as a major concern efforts are
being directed to rank contingencies based on the same.
Majority of papers on voltage stability related contingency
ranking have attempted to develop faster methods for post-
contingency voltage stability margin calculation.

Ejebe et al. [1] have proposed a generalized curve fit
method for calculation of post-contingency voltage stability
margin. This method uses two operating conditions to
estimate the margin. Multiple load flow method [2] computes
the approximate margin to collapse using voltage gradients
determined at stable and unstable equilibrium points on V—l
curve. Chiang and Jean-Jumeau [3] have used a Test function
method to determine margin to collapse, which is based on
linear approximation of PV curve. A second order approxi-
mation of QV curve is proposed by Cutsem [4]. It uses three
power flow solutions to estimate approximate margin to
collapse. Greene et al. [14] proposed a linear/quadratic
estimation method. Jia and Jeyasurya [5] have modified the
generalized curve fit method of Ref. [1] by rearranging last
two curve fitting points close to pre-contingency nose point
to improve the accuracy of margin estimation.

Another approach to contingency selection has been to
use indices for contingency ranking. There are two different
types of indices proposed for the purpose: (i) structural
indices derived from system models using singular value
decomposition [6] and (ii) physical indices calculated using
some system quantities for measuring their proximity to
voltage instability.
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Begovic and Phadke [6] have used the total reactive
generation of a system as an index and developed linearized
methods to determine the sensitivity of reactive power with
respect to system disturbances. A similar concept was also
developed by Gao [7], where an index based on generator
reactive power output was proposed to measure the severity
of the contingencies.

An approach proposed by Vaahedi et al. [8] has
overcome the complexity of PV bus type switching after
contingency in a novel fashion. They have proposed
reactive support index (RSI) which evaluates the extra
reactive generations required to be able to serve the pre-
contingency critical load with reactive limits open in post-
contingency cases. This method requires a load flow run for
every contingency. Moreover, the method marks all
contingencies for which post-contingency power flow with
open limits does not converge, as critical. It is obviously not
possible to rank such contingencies.

Liu et al. [9] have developed a method for voltage
security assessment using adaptive bounding technique. It is
based on relationship between node voltage and reactive
power availability in the neighborhood. A voltage control
area is defined for every contingency based on electrical
distance concept. A ranking index is proposed which
combines minimum voltage, normalized reactive gener-
ation, electrical distance and reactive absorption with
respect to the reactive load.

Schlueter [10] has classified voltage instability problems
as loss of voltage control and clogging voltage instability.
Concepts of voltage control area and reactive reserve basin
are used. The method, however, is not computationally very
efficient since QV curve calculation is required for every bus.

From the state of art in this area it can be seen that most
of the methods for ranking line outage contingencies from
voltage stability point of view are either not sufficiently
accurate or are computationally demanding. Hence, an
effort is made in this paper to develop a computationally
efficient procedure for calculation of RSI for contingency
ranking. In order to overcome the limitations of the RSI
approach, another voltage security index (VSI) is also
proposed to supplement the former. Both the indices are
evaluated in an efficient manner using a non-iterative
compensation approach to simulate the effect of contin-
gency. Only line outage contingencies are considered in this
paper. Mathematical modeling for RSI and VSI calculation
using compensation technique is given in Section 2.

2. Mathematical modelling

Vaahedi et al. [8] have proposed the following RSI as a
measure of the severity of the contingency.

NPV

RSI = X nj(Qf - Qcr

where

RSI: reactive support index for ith contingency;
NPV: number of reactive resources for controlling
voltage;
nj : weighting factor, reciprocal of either reactive
generation or MVA at jth bus;
Qjcr : reactive injection at jth bus at pre-contingency
critical point with open reactive limits;
Q'y : reactive injection at ith bus at pre-contingency
critical point with open reactive limits for jth
contingency.

Thus the evaluation of RSI involves a common pre-
contingency load flow at critical loading with normal
reactive limits. In addition for every contingency another
load flow with open reactive limits is performed at the same
loading as that in common pre-contingency load flow.
Hence, the procedure involves [NC þ 1] load flows for NC
number of contingencies. It is important to note that as per
the requirement of the method the analysis has to be
performed close to the pre-contingency nose point reached
with normal reactive limits. It cannot be performed at any
arbitrary loading.

2.1. Compensation technique for calculation of RSI and VSI

The steps for calculation of RSI in the proposed method
are same as those discussed earlier, except for the time-
consuming step in previous approach, which requires the
solution of post-contingency load flow for each contin-
gency. In the new approach, this step involves pre-
contingency simulation with open reactive limits, as a
common starting point for all post-contingency simulations.
This load flow solution is obtained near the pre-contingency
nose point, which is reached with normal reactive limits. It
may be noted that this load flow is required only in the
proposed method and not in Vaahedi et al.'s [8] approach.

In compensation technique, the line outage is simulated
by connecting a fictitious line, with negative impedance/ad-
mittance of the original one, in parallel with the line to be
taken out. Such an approach is analogous to the fault studies
using Thevenin's equivalent. Such methods are computa-
tionally very efficient due to the common pre-contingency
(pre-fault) power flow and Newton power flow Jacobian
(Ybus) factorization for any contingency (fault) simulation.
The effect of contingency (fault) is simulated through
Thevenin's/Norton's equivalent of the network seen from
the directly affected buses. This approach has been widely
used in overload security analysis. In such a simulation
decoupled P—u equations of fast decoupled power flow or
DC power flow are used. Unfortunately, the success of this
approach could not be extended to voltage security analysis
due to several complex factors, such as (a) non-negligible
effect of real power flow diversions on bus voltages and
(b) modeling of PV buses and associated switching. Since
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the post-contingency PV bus switching can be ascertained
only after contingency simulation, the method can no longer
remain non-iterative in nature if these effects are to be
incorporated for a realistic security assessment. In order to
achieve computational efficiency in the presence of these
complexities, researchers have relied on concentric relax-
ation type of approaches due to localized nature of the
effects from voltage security point of view.

In Vaahedi et al.'s approach [8] for voltage stability-
based contingency ranking, post-contingency simulations
are performed with open reactive limits. Since no bus type
switching is involved, in this special case it seems possible
to make use of computationally efficient compensation
approach. The application of this approach in voltage
security analysis is not so well known, hence, it is explained
in details. First an analogy between fault analysis, overload
security analysis and voltage security analysis is presented
in Table 1.

In Thevenin's equivalent approach, for fault studies, the
equivalent is obtained by looking into the network from the
faulted bus and reference bus. However, in line outage
simulation procedure shown in Table 1, the equivalent is
obtained by looking into the network from only the terminal
buses of the outaged line (k and m). In a much more elegant
alternative approach, a Norton's equivalent, seen from
buses of the outaged line and the reference bus, is used. This
model is discussed in the following.

In the compensation technique, the line outage is
simulated by connecting fictitious line in parallel with the
line to be outaged (Fault network). The former line has
parameters, which are negative of that of the original line
(admittance matrix YF). Seen from the terminal buses k and
m of the outaged line, the original network is represented by
its Norton's equivalent network (admittance matrix YN),
and the equivalent real and reactive power injections
at these buses ðSNÞ (Fig. 1). YN is obtained by inverting

Table 1
Analogy between fault analysis, overload and voltage security analysis

Points of comparison ecurity analysis sVoltage security analysis Voltage security analysis

Math Model

Variables

Thevenin's equivalent
(seen from affected buses)

I=YV

V = ZI

I

V

Y

Z

Vk > Lkk

Incremental model

[AP] = [B'][A0]

[A0] = [X][AP]

[AP]

[AO]

[B1]

[X]

nO v"
0km; Xthkm

Xthkm ~ Xkk þ X i m2 Xkm 2

Incremental model

r AP ] \ Aei

[ An -| F Y J?

DV [R2 X2

[AP AQf

[Ae AV]T

DQ

[J]

*i Si"!

R 2 X2

tkhU=

|~ X1thkm R1thkm "I

L 2thkm X2thkm J

X2thkm ~ X2kk þ X2mm 2 X2km 2 X2m

Fault network model

— R1kk þ R1mm 2R1km

— R2kk þ R2mm 2 R2km

Z f =
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S km

Fictitious line model

Fig. 1. Norton's equivalent model for line outage simulation.

the Thevenin's equivalent impedance matrix ðZTHÞ;

elements of which are obtained by evaluating the elements
of Jacobian matrix inversion corresponding to the buses of
outaged line.

It is seen [11] that the Jacobian evaluated with
following assumptions gives better results for line outage
simulation.

(a) No load condition with all bus voltages assumed to be
1/0 :

(b) Effects of shunts, line charging and off-nominal taps
are ignored.

The linearized Newton-Raphson load flow equation can
be written as

where /„ is the Jacobian modified as per above assumptions.
It may be noted that the inversion of the Jacobian is not
explicitly required. Sparse factors of Jacobian can be used
for evaluating the specific elements of Jm required in
compensation calculations. For simplicity in explanation,
however, inversion of Jacobian will be referred to in further
discussion. Let the inverted Jacobian matrix be partitioned
as follows:

(2)

It may be noted that in order to emphasize the analogy
between the Jacobian and admittance matrix, and, the
Jacobian inverse and impedance matrix, sub-matrix nomen-
clatures X1; R1; R2; X2 are used. Hence, these should not be
confused with actual reactance and resistance matrices of
the impedance matrix. The analogy mentioned above stems
from the fact that with all buses as PQ buses, the Jacobian
matrix with above-mentioned assumptions is Ybus in real
variable form. However, one should not extend the analogy
too far since, there are other than PQ buses present in load
flow solution (PV and slack buses). The absent elements in
the respective rows and columns are taken as zero in the
computations.

The Thevenin's equivalent matrix, seen from buses k and
m of outaged line, is as follows:

X 1kk

R1mk

X2kk

X2mk

R1mm

X2km

X2mm

(3)

where, the elements of ZTH are directly picked up from the
sub-matrices of Jm21 in Eq. (2).

As explained earlier,

YN — (4)

The Thevenin's equivalent voltages VTH are obtained from
the pre-contingency load flow solution with open reactive
limits at pre-contingency nose point loading (obtained with
normal reactive limits). Hence

Vk (5)

Norton's equivalent injections SN; are obtained as follows:

SN = YN £ VTH ð6Þ

where

= ip°k p°m Qi e ° f (7)

The external network in line outage simulations is
represented by the matrix YF which is nothing but the
Jacobian matrix in real form of the external network
consisting of only the fictitious line shown in Fig. 1 to
simulate line outage.

From the equivalent network, to simulate line outage, the
post-outage voltages across outaged line are obtained as
follows:

where

Vf = r df df Vf Vf
km L dk dm V k V m

(8)

The power injections to simulate line outage are evaluated
from

(9)

where

The post-contingency network voltage changes are eval-
uated from

ð10Þ

where

- • • - e^o- • -o]T
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Using the updated post-contingency voltages, the RSI and
the proposed VSI are evaluated as follows:

NPV

RSI = f-($)
. 7 = 1

vsi, =

where,

VSIi: voltage security index for ith contingency;
Vijf : voltage at the jth bus after ith contingency;
Vj° : voltage at the jth bus before contingency;
DVjmax : m a x change in voltage allowed at jth bus;
NL: no. of load buses.

2.2. Computational requirement

From the above-mentioned procedure, for the evaluation
of RSI and VSI for a given contingency, it can be seen that
we need to know the pre-contingency critical loading point
as in Vaahedi et al.'s RSI approach [9]. In the new
compensation-based approach, we need one more load flow
solution at the same loading, with reactive limits open. This
serves as a common base case for all contingency
simulations. For every credible contingency simulation,
we need to evaluate elements of 4 £ 4 ZTH matrix from the
available factors of Jacobian in base case load flow. The
evaluation of compensations from the Norton's equivalent
involving 4 £ 4 matrices is a relatively trivial computational
burden. The post-contingency voltage update calculation
involves a repeat solution with available Jacobian factors
and a mismatch vector containing only four non-zero
elements. Moreover, the computational requirement for
both, RSI and VSI calculations, is same except some extra
reactive generation calculations in the former. The RSI load
flow approach of Vaahedi et al. [8] requires a load flow
solution for every contingency. Hence, comparing the
computational requirements of the proposed method with
RSI (LF), it can be seen that the former requires [1LF þ NC
(repeat solution with Jacobian factors þ Evaluation of 4 £ 4
ZTH matrix and solution using Norton's equivalent)], as
compared to NC load flows with open reactive limit for
every post-contingency case in the latter. Thus it can be seen
that the proposed method is computationally quite efficient
as compared to the latter.

3. Results

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
approach, contingency ranking results for IEEE 30 bus, 57
bus [12] and 91 bus Indian power systems have been
obtained. For comparison the results have also been
obtained by Vaahedi et al.'s [8] load flow based RSI

approach and Ajjarapu et al.'s [13] continuation power flow
(CPF) based approach with the last one serving as bench-
mark. In CPF method, the distance up to post-contingency
critical point loading, with normal reactive limits, is
obtained for every contingency.

For every system studied typically 10% of the top
contingencies in the ranking list are considered critical. This
number is arbitrarily chosen in the present studies and will
generally vary from system to system, based on operator's
experience. In order to avoid critical contingencies being
left out due to linearization errors, as a factor of safety
12.5% lines are considered as critical with the proposed RSI
and VSI compensation-based methods.

3.1. Results for IEEE 30 bus system

For this system all 38 non-radial line outages are
considered credible. The ranking results with CPF, RSI
(LF), RSI (compensation) and VSI (compensation) are
given in Table 2 for comparison. CPF identifies four
contingencies (top 10%). It can be seen that RSI (LF)
method is able to capture all these contingencies correctly.
Five lines (25% extra) are listed as critical in compensation
based RSI and VSI methods. It can be seen that RSI
compensation method also captures all four critical,
contingencies correctly. VSI (compensation) method, how-
ever, is not able to capture two of the top four severe
contingencies.

Superscript p indicates non-convergence of post-con-
tingency load flow with open reactive limits at pre-
contingency critical loading obtained with normal reactive
limits.

3.2. Results for IEEE 57 bus system

For this system 80 non-radial contingencies are con-
sidered credible. The ranking results with different methods
are presented in Table 3.

From the results of IEEE 57 bus system, it can be seen
that CPF identifies eight (top 10%) contingencies as critical.
RSI (LF) method, however, reports 13 contingencies for
which post-contingency load flow with open limits does not
converge, as critical. Obviously this method cannot
rank such contingencies. This method is able to capture

Table 2
Ranking of critical contingencies for IEEE 30 bus system

Rank

1
2
3
4
5

Method

CPF
Line No.

1
5
2
4
-

RSI (LF)
Line No.

r
5
2
4
-

RSI (Comp)
Line No.

1
5

10
2
4

VSI (Comp)
Line No.

1
36
14
2

37
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Table 3
Ranking of critical contingencies for IEEE 57 bus system

Rank

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Method

CPF
Line No.

48
42
46
47
41
50
49
8

-
-
-

-

RSI (LF)

Line No.

80p
67p
50p
49p
48p
47p
46p
43p
42p
41p
40p
39p
8p

RSI (Comp)

Line No.

8
1
15
17
80
2
48
25
16
22
26
27

-

VSI (Comp)

Line No.

48
50
41
47
46
42
49
40
15
39
80
67

-

all the eight critical contingencies identified by CPF
method. RSI (comp) method is able to capture only two of
the top eight critical contingencies even in the extended list
of 12 contingencies. VSI (comp) method, however, captures
top seven out of the eight critical contingencies. RSI and
VSI compensation methods together, capture all eight
critical contingencies.

3.3. Results for 91 bus Indian power system

For this system 112 non-radial lines are considered as
credible contingencies. The ranking results with different
methods are presented in Table 4.

Table 4
Ranking of critical contingencies for 91 bus Indian power system

Rank

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Method

CPF
Line No.

93
22
114
20
111
125
129
62
63
124
29
110
21
-
-
-

-

-

RSI (LF)

Line No.

1939
222
31141
4202
111
61251
71291
8626
9636
1241

292
1101

212
123p

113p

112p

75p
57p
13p

RSI (Comp)

Line No.

18
124
3

34
22
42
36
2

122
17
35
118
131
114
20
32
111
-

-

VSI (Comp)

Line No.

93
22
20
114
111
125
124
62
129
110
76
13
123
63
57
21
29
-

-

It can be seen from Table 4 that CPF method ranks 12
(10%) contingencies as critical. RSI (LF) method, however,
reports 19 contingencies as critical because of non-
convergence of post-contingency load flow with open
limits. No relative ranking is obviously possible amongst
these. All 12 critical contingencies identified by CPF are
also captured by this method. RSI (comp) method again
shows poor performance for such critical contingencies
where load flow convergence is not possible. Only four
contingencies out of 12 critical contingencies are captured
by this method in an extended list of 17 contingencies. VSI
(comp) method, however, again shows excellent perform-
ance for such typical critical contingencies. Out of top 12
contingencies, this method captures all except 9th and 1 1th
ranked contingencies in first 12 contingencies. The last two
are also captured in the extended list of 17 contingencies.

From the results of three test systems, it can be seen that
RSI (LF) method is generally able to capture all critical
contingencies. This method apart from being computation-
ally demanding cannot rank contingencies when post-
contingency load flow convergence is not possible. RSI
(comp) method seems to work well for cases where post-
contingency load flow convergence is possible. VSI (comp)
method has shown excellent performance for all test
systems, for cases where post-contingency load flow
convergence is not possible. This method, however, fares
poorly for general cases where post-contingency load flow
convergence is possible. Hence, it appears that RSI (comp)
and VSI (comp) methods complement each other very well
and the combined ranking list by these two methods shows
excellent performance for all the test systems. It may be
noted that these methods involve performance index
calculation based on same information base made available
by approximate but efficient non-iterative compensation
method. The combined ranking list can therefore, be
generated very efficiently. It is also important to note that
non-convergence of post-contingency load flow is not
known in the present compensation-based approaches
because such load flows are not run in these methods.
Hence, such a factor unlike in RSI (LF) based approach
cannot be used to mark contingencies as critical in these
methods. The joint contingency ranking list is, therefore,
essential particularly in view of the complimentary results.

4. Conclusion

An efficient procedure for line outage contingency
ranking based on voltage stability concerns is presented in
this paper. The ranking in the proposed approach is carried
out separately based on RSI and a new VSI. The efficiency
of the method is owing to the non-iterative line outage
simulation using compensation technique. Moreover, once
one index is evaluated, insignificant additional effort is
involved in evaluation of the other. Results for three sample
test systems indicate that the ranking based on two indices
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complement each other very well. The joint ranking list
shows excellent capture rate of the critical contingencies
identified by the benchmark CPF method.
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